
Heart Like A Duck, Part 2
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SPEAKER:

“Now he spends all his time hunting boar in the forest, bear in 

the mountains, deer in the valleys. One day a stag curses him as it

expires. Returning home at evening, he discovers a couple in his 

bed. Having secretly always believed his wife unfaithful, he 

strikes out - and kills his parents, who have paid a surprise visit 

and been given their bed by his devoted spouse.”

Every story reiterates other earlier stories, Umberto Eco said, as 

he sipped a lemon tea, perhaps, or reached for a cigarette, talking 

over the small sounds of a match being struck or a lighter's 

clunky action (assuming he smoked) - setting up a chain of 

stories, an endless hall of mirrors leading back into the past. So 

much is commonplace. And the light in the mirrors fades the 

further back one looks, the flame flickers and disappears; and 

one's perception is distorted so that the idea remains just that, 

remains a notion. 

And writing, Derrida suggests, if I understand him correctly, 

precedes spoken language and begins with an inscription, a mark 

made by a tool in the invisible or abstract past to which access is 

prevented by centuries of what we commonly now think of as 

“common sense.” 

But the real start of story telling, and of writing, is in truth to be 

found in the guts of slaughtered animals. In the poking about in a

beast's insides with a stick. Caesar, a superior sort of psychopath 



responsible for the deaths of a quarter of the population of the 

civilised world of his times, was obsessed with the sacrifice of 

brutes. He couldn't move without first opening up some animal, 

could not step out of doors or from his tent without negotiating 

the bleeding body of some dumb creature strewn across his path. 

His every action was determined by the tangled messages 

revealed to the wise through their eviscerated bodies, the 

convoluted narratives that their unravelling intestines suggested -

portentous, vital, fearful tales set in motion by butchery. 

Nourishment – food – was not the issue; but revelation through 

the exposure of what was found on the inside, the patterns of 

those inner organs transmitting hieroglyphic orders from a world 

which, to man, was otherwise closed off.

Or so I thought, as I stepped from the pavement, negotiated the 

light traffic of the early afternoon, and momentarily placed my 

hand on a gunmetal black bollard before entering the lobby.

Inside, I sat at a table and ordered a coffee. The décor was 

mustard and tan, fake fur rugs in front of imposing mantlepieces 

and unnecessary shelf units holding ugly Italian glass. I was 

early. They were late. In the moments of waiting, those minicab 

moments, my mind wandered to the charming shambles that was 

Prehen House in Derry. The slow and friendly horse that nuzzled 

you from behind and seemed to want to come into the kitchen, 

and possibly did. Colin's discovery of a small castle in the 

teeming undergrowth. The tumbledown barn that only pigeons 

would enter. An enormous machine – the machine against the 

garden, as it were – from an other era, its wheels and teeth and 

handles like the stripped skeleton of a megatherium. The 



countless stuffed foxes, hares, partridge, pheasant, fish, deer's 

heads, bison, egret, a startled marten, their smudged glass cases 

covered in old newspaper and blocking the main stairwell. 

Saddam Hussein's nutmeg grinder which Colin Peck had taken 

when Baghdad fell and which, housed in a safe, seemed to be his 

prize possession in a house where crown jewels we left openly to

gather dust on every surface. The solemn, steady coldness of the 

house, which necessitated hat, gloves, stout boots, scarf, thick 

socks at all times, even at breakfast. The path to the house, 

emerging entirely unexpectedly from a plain, neat street of 

suburban houses, a ramshackle gateway to another time. Peck's 

endearing ticks and mannerisms, his welcoming embrace, his 

lucky blue hat, his shabby blue clothes, his forays into the hot red

deserts of his past: bullets, dust, wild rides, fires at night, stars, 

tents... And afterwards, back in a club or a hotel bar, they're all 

spilling their guts over whisky as if it were their duty.
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SINGER: 

Mind like a mist 

Sun like a clock 

Cloud like a cloak 

Roll like a sock 

Guts like a book

Past like a hole 



Flee like a fox 

Howl like a mole 

Rise like a ball 

Sink like a rock

Swim like a crow 

Heart like a duck 
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SPEAKER:

Saint Julian in the forest, the stag's words burning in his ears. A 

middle aged American dentist aiming a gun at an elderly lion, for

once not thinking about teeth. The animals on the banks of the 

river, gigantic in size, all scale distorted, in The Night of the 

Hunter, as the children drift away in the darkness, into oblivion, 

in their open, oarless boat. King Kong trying to commit harakiri 

with an airplane wing. The youthful Robert Parker laughing, 

throwing pluck and lights at the other apprentices, their blood red

boots like the boots of a retreating army. Lodowicke Muggleton, 

at a wooden table in the upstairs room of a pub, sketching a 

cosmology in which there are no centripetal forces except those 

arising from the migration of birds and the motion of tiny clouds.

My map of the Muggletonian universe was printed by a man 

named William Baxter and shows the world at the centre of a 

largish, hollow globe. Earth is suspended like the yolk of a 



spherical egg in the middle. The sun, moon and stars (which are 

all minute) are stuck on the inside of the shell, which is a mile or 

two above the surface of the Earth. Ballooning is forbidden as 

blasphemous; and there is something offensive too about all 

avian life. Muggleton formulated a world which was only inside. 

Asked what was outside the shell which housed our world, he 

replied, Why, nothing! In this world of interiors, the gravitational 

pull of belief is towards an ever decreasing centre, an atom 

perhaps, something we might think of nowadays as resembling a 

black hole. This atom at the centre of things is also a reflection of

the mind of Muggleton himself, whose own soul he sometimes 

fondly thought of as resembling a largish bone inside his body, 

though he felt it was rather his stomach or heart – his mind on 

bigger things, he did not have the time to sketch the interior of 

the human body as well – that was truly at his core: his viscera.

Just as Douglas Edison Harding persuaded himself that he had no

head; and just as Jean Ferry argues that the reason King Kong is 

scary is not because he is a giant ape, but because he is a giant 

automaton, so too I have only an exterior. There's only one light 

in the hotel room I call my soul. My insides, if they exist at all, 

are a mystery best left to the medical profession; and 

accordingly, having neither interest nor belief in my alleged 

interiority, I carry my organ donor card about my person, so that 

in the event, say, of a terrorist bomb in the underground; a fatal 

encounter with a pizza delivery boy on a motor scooter, 

distracted by some foreign language students at the corner by the 

traffic lights; or, walking through a desert landscape, being 

suddenly bitten by a gila monster, cougar, rattlesnake, pack of 

wild dogs, or even some small and insignificant looking arachnid



or insect – in such an event, what is left of me may serve a useful

purpose. But a purpose necessarily of no interest to me, the story 

which arises from my remains having no part of my intentions, 

narrative, my purpose. 

Only the earth truly has an inside, its strata containing gold, 

fossils, blood, magma and so on. And accordingly, I wear my 

memories lightly, in the form of scars (three major – wrist, arse, 

forehead, in reverse order; several minor), receding hair, changes 

in the texture of my skin, my eyes which seem to grow smaller 

each year, my teeth – the material of which seems like that of the 

teeth of some long extinct ungulate of the kind I would read 

about as a child in books about vanished megafauna of the 

Oligocene or Pleistocene, imagining one day that man might 

grow tusks; and little knowing that my life would be conducted 

in the vast restless herds of my fellow humans, the meaning of 

whose aimless migration would remain as utterly mysterious to 

me as the colour of the pelt of Baluchitherium or Nothropus. The 

largest of these enormous beasts, as I recall, being hind-gut 

fermenters, were able to accelerate what science delicately calls 

gastrointestinal transit, meaning they could digest unimaginably 

vast amounts of food. Just think! - not just of their appetites, nor 

of the huge piles of dung left behind them on the ever fertile 

plains, but of the staggering, wide-ranging haruspicy afforded by 

the entrails of these titanic creatures! What empires might have 

arisen, what signs, and what incredible tales.

M/f
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SPEAKER:

So to the story, a very modest story, far removed from all this - a 

ghost story. This lad falls in love, the girl's father doesn't like it, 

fits him up for a crime, bribes the judges and has him sentenced 

to death. The hapless lover is eviscerated, an unusual and 

extreme punishment even for the worse sort of criminal. But 

those were terrible times and life was cheap. His bloody ghost 

comes back to haunt the house - one hand forever to his guts, 

trying to hold himself together; pointing with the finger of the 

other hand, now accusing his accusers. Each night he appears in 

the master bedroom. Each night he opens the safe, mysteriously, 

and takes from it the nutmeg grater that once belonged to 

Saddam Hussein. He's lost track of time, the ghost. And the 

people he haunts are from another age, our age. Those he has a 

gripe with are long dead and are not around to witness his 

actions, which as the years go by start to lose all meaning until 

they're reduced to the purely rhythmic, like the ticking of a clock 

- or the hourly appearance of the cuckoo from its little wooden 

chalet upon the clock. 

That's the tale, in a nutshell. I've left out most of the detail as 

incidental. Suffice to say he is handsome, this lad, and the girl he

loves is beautiful. He's about five foot nine and has brown eyes. 

He's a dab hand with a falcon, a sword, a knife, a spear, those 

kind of things; while she (a little shorter) is good at singing and 

dancing and perhaps something domestic like baking pies or 

cakes. Or if you prefer, she is an expert with the longbow, her 

father being a grumpy sort who - impatient with the stereotypes 



of those awful times, when women were expected to do the 

cooking and deal with the babies – has taught her to use the 

weapons of war, not having a son and being deficient himself in 

so many ways, now he is grown so old. So, there they are, the 

couple - and in direct proportion to their many talents and good 

qualities, their ill luck flourishes. The old man detests the boy, 

and sees in him something of himself when he was a youth: a 

recklessness, a love of the chase, a devil may care attitude which 

later, much later when it is far too late and the lad is dead and the

girl has been walled up in a nunnery, and when the old man 

himself is on his death bed - at that late hour in his life, it is 

revealed that the young man is not just superficially like him but 

is his own, long lost son! The girl was adopted, of course, and 

their union would have brought him nothing but happiness, 

especially as a messenger arrives on the stroke of midnight to 

explain the girl's real father is the King of a distant land. The 

freight of all this tumultuous news causes the old man's instant 

death: we hear him rattle and the candle is peremptorily snuffed 

out, his body left alone in the dark since everyone who is dear to 

him has withdrawn so long ago. The King, on receiving a reply, 

has the messenger killed on the spot then retires to a monastery, 

never to speak  again. The messenger's horse is left to wander in 

the forest where next morning it is torn to pieces by wolves. The 

wolf-pack is led by an ancient grey alpha male who, in his haste 

to finish off the horse, cuts a paw on a stirrup or pommel or horn 

on the saddle, and is left lame. He's finished off in a short fight 

with a lean young upstart, whose victory is short-lived as, later 

that same day, in pursuit of a wily stag, the entire pack plunges 

off a sheer cliff face into the savage sea. Fish consume them over

the course of weeks and the fish in turn are caught by sharp eyed 



gulls. The gulls, fearing no predators, seem immune from the 

violent fate that has characterised the haphazard food chain of 

which they form a terminus. But as they settle on the crude roof 

tops of an impoverished fishing village, clucking viciously at its 

inhabitants, fat where the humans are thin, the entire colony is 

wiped out by a mysterious virus, emerging as it were from a 

single speck, an atom no one could have seen, a virus the 

outward signs of which are gaping wounds in the flesh of these 

plump seabirds, wounds they are seemingly forced to peck at, 

leading to the abrupt extinction of the entire species. Almost 

overnight.

One gull, a solitary survivor, sits on its egg and clucks. And the 

egg is the world, this world; or at least its yolk is this world. And 

as we leave it, brooding, emitting low shrieks as it contemplates 

all the terrible destruction it has witnessed, if birds have interior 

monologue, which I admit seems unlikely - as we contemplate all

this terrible destruction, then -  the egg seems to crack as if 

something within it is about to hatch. 

ENDS


